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This week we have been… 
 

In English we have been learning all about lists 

and why we need to write them. We even made 

our own for the Hungry Caterpillar’s brother, 

the Starving Centipede! We then began learning 

about captions and we wrote our own for a  

variety of photographs. 

 

 

In maths we have been practising our measuring  

skills by using cubes and centimetres to  

discover the length of a range of classroom  

objects. We particularly enjoyed working in 

groups to measure our different body parts 

with string and rulers! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are we doing next week..? 
 
English 

In English we will be starting to look at fantasy 

settings and compare them to settings in         

different stories. It will also be our first week of 

‘Exciting Writing’ where the children will have 

chance to show off their writing skills. 

 

Maths 

In maths we are continuing to compare numbers 

and finding one or ten more or less than different 

numbers. We will also be looking at time,          

sequencing events and finding out the different 

units we use to measure time, particularly       

seconds, minutes and hours.  

 

Topic  

 

In topic we will be looking at how school has 

changed over time, considering things like        

uniform, games, technology and class layout.  

 

In science we will be looking at what being healthy 

means and learning about what humans need to 

stay healthy. These will include things such as 

having a good nights sleep and maintaining good 

hygiene.  

 

In Art we will be looking at the work of Matisse 

and creating some artwork based on his work. 

 

In Music we will be focussing on singing and      

performing chants and rhymes. 

 

In PE we are creating some dance based on the 

discovery of the dinosaurs. It has been lots of 

fun so far!! 

 

Week beginning 21st September 

 

Monday: Please bring your library book back if 

you would like to change it. 

Tuesday: PE kit 

Wednesday: PE kit, homework and spellings 

books 

Thursday: Flapjack day, bring 50p if you would 

like a drink or flapjack at playtime 

Friday:  

 

Please remember to bring your book bag into 

school every day.  


